
KS3 Judgement Descriptors - Computer Science- Year 8

Enquiry
Question

Autumn 1
How can I program in

Python?

Autumn 2
What is event driven

programming?

Spring 1
What does data look

like?

Spring 2
Can I apply simple

logic?

Summer 1
Can I construct shapes

using Python?

Summer 2
How are websites

created?

Key Concept Programming in
Python

Developing an App Data Representation Logic Shapes using Python Websites

Key skills Showing the sequence
in Python

● Using variables in
Python

● Using selection in
Python

● Using iteration in
Python

Understanding the
concept of event driven

programming

Creating a program for
a given purpose

Programming objects
in an app

Understanding how the
following are stored in a

computer
● Numbers
● Images
● Text
● Sound

Create logic circuits
using the following

gates
● AND
● OR
● NOT

Build logic circuits and
predict the results
using Truth Tables

Students understand
and can describe
different Sort and
Search Algorithms

Using the Turtle function
in Python

Create simple
instructions to create

shapes

Using selection and
iteration in Python

Use functions to organise
code

Understand the
technology used in web

development

Identify the impact of
technology on the world

Understand how
websites are built

Mastery Can use a text based
language to solve
complex problems
requiring logical
thinking

Can nest several IF
statements within an
IF... ELSE IF... ELSE
structure to create a
more complex
selection statement

Can use a WHILE loop
to create a game that
ends when player has
won

Has added success
criteria to the list, all of
which are relevant and
measurable

Screen designs
provided that are fully
annotated to provide
clear guidance on style,
positions, ids, and any
linked events.

Has fully decomposed
the problem into
sensible steps. Has
decomposed each step

Can identify and decode
a hexadecimal number

Can confidently and
accurately convert
binary numbers without
the use of a table

Understand that MORE
colours stored in a
picture mean a larger file

Be able to describe how
the frequency of samples
affect the file size of a
sound stored on a
computer

Students can accurately
draw and predict a logic
circuit comprising of
different Logic Gates

Students can describe
why a particular
algorithm is more
efficient than another

Can use a text based
language to solve
complex problems
requiring logical thinking

Can nest several IF
statements within an IF...
ELSE IF... ELSE structure
to create a more complex
selection statement

Can use a WHILE loop to
create a game that ends
when player has won

Can fix the errors in your
code, identifying where
any logical errors are

I can apply CSS to a
webpage and gives the
benefits of using CSS in
formatting instead of in
line formatting

I can discuss the impact
that Searching
technology has had in
the wider world

From a technological
perspective discuss the
threats the the wider
world,  and the benefits
that networking has had
on the world as a whole



Can fix the errors in
your code, identifying
where any logical
errors are giving you
the incorrect output

further into sensible,
manageable steps

App is fully functional
and meets all of the
success criteria. Has
successfully
implemented and
extended the project to
include: Event
handling, Variables,
Selection, Iteration

giving you the incorrect
output

Secure
Can use a text based
language to solve a
realistic problem.

Can use an IF... ELSE
IF... ELSE structure to
extend their selection
programming.

Can us WHILE in
conjunction with an IF
statement to extend a
program effectively

Can identify where the
error is located in your
code and take the
relevant steps to fix it

Has added success
criteria to the list, most
of which are relevant
and measurable.

Appropriate screen
designs provided, both
of which  act as a guide
to style and layout.

Has mostly
decomposed the
problem into sensible
steps. Has partially
decomposed each step
further, which will
provide some guidance
to tackle each step

App is mostly
functional and meets
most of the success
criteria. Has
successfully
implemented: Event
handling, Variables,
Selection

Can explain why we use
binary and denary
number systems

Can convert 8 bit binary
numbers through the use
of a table

Understand how colours
are stored in computer
systems

Understand how the bit
depth affects the quality
of sound that can be
recorded in computer
system

Can complete truth
tables for a logic
circuits

Can describe the
difference between a
linear and binary search

Can describe the
difference between a a
bubble and insertion
sort

Can use a text based
language to solve a
realistic problem.

Can use an IF... ELSE IF...
ELSE structure to extend
their selection
programming.

Can us WHILE in
conjunction with an IF
statement to extend a
program effectively

Can identify where the
error is located in your
code and take the
relevant steps to fix it

I can display and image
using webpages and
describe what CSS and
how it can be used

I can analyse how
webpages select and
rank the results when
my searches have been
made

Discuss the benefits of
Networking in the wider
world and discuss the
risks to my data



Developing
Can use a text based
language to solve a
simple problem

Can use an IF
statement without
support and in the
appropriate position.

Can use the WHILE
statement without
support in the
appropriate position

Can describe the
difference between a
SYNTAX error and
LOGICAL error

Has added success
criteria to the list, most
of which are relevant
and measurable. Some
criteria are subjective.

Basic outline of what is
to be included on each
screen Little to no
annotation

Decomposition is
partially helpful, but
could be broken down
further to help support
the creation of the app

App is partially
functional and only
meets some of the
success criteria.

Can identify the binary
number line up to 8 bits

Can convert a 4 bit
number to denary and
vice versa

Understand how
dimensions are used to
store a picture in a
computer system and
how it affects the filesize

Can describe how a
sound wave is recorded
on to a computer

Can complete the Truth
tables for single Logic
Gates

AND
OR
NOT

Can show how a sorting
algorithm works

Can show how a
searching algorithm
works

Can use a text based
language to solve a
simple problem

Can use an IF statement
without support and in
the appropriate position.

Can use the WHILE
statement without
support in the
appropriate position

Can describe the
difference between a
SYNTAX error and
LOGICAL error

I can use HTML tags to
improve the appearance
of webpages and
structure my own
Webpage, Using
hyperlinks to connect
webpages

I can create an effective
search and describe
how web pages 'Crawl'

Identify the impact that
networking has had on
the wider world

Emerging
Can create a program
that outputs a
statement in Python

Can create a simple IF
statement

Can identify the
WHILE command

Can identify an error
in your code

Has added at least one
extra measurable
success criterion to the
list

Basic outline of what is
to be included on each
screen

Has attempted to
decompose the
problem into more
manageable steps

Has successfully used
an event handler to
perform an action
triggered by the user.

Can identify a Binary
number, understands a 1
represents ON and 0
represents OFF

Convert a 4 bit binary
number to denary

Can identify what a Pixel
is and where it is used

Can identify the
difference between an
analogue and digital
sound wave

Can draw the logic
gates for
AND
OR
NOT

Can identify 2 methods
to search for data

Can Identify 2 methods
to sort data

Can create a program
that outputs a statement
in Python

Can create a simple IF
statement

Can identify the WHILE
command

Can identify an error in
your code

I can identify an HTML
Tag and What HTML
means

I can describe what a
search engine is

Identify threats from
online sources to
computer systems


